About Us
Bridging the gap between style, substance and professional
quality service, GOETTLING offers tailor-made solutions to all your
interior needs.
It has been a revelation about our perseverance and skill of
adaptation in the last couple of years. As the world resiliently
worked amidst lockdowns and regulations, we at Goettling
Interiors played our role as designers to enhance quality of life
through our products. We emerged with record numbers of
success stories and happy clients.
In the last 12 years of professional experience in Dubai and the
Middle East, we have not only built an extensive portfolio of
products & projects but also expanded our diversified highlyskilled team.
We specialize in creative consulting, planning and installation of
premium kitchens, furniture, lighting and home decor you've
been looking for in the Middle East.
Whether you are interested in a complete kitchen for your home,
furniture solutions for your apartment, or you are looking to add
lighting accents to your living and working environments, we will
guide you through the creative process and ensure you're
satisfied with both - our products and our customer oriented
service.
To summarize our philosophy which is in sync with that of our
premium kitchen brand next125 states - ‘Always in the sense of
the Bauhaus philosophy "The democratization of design – well
shaped and attractively priced.”'

Founder’s note
“Being a German, I founded Goettling Interiors on the
quintessential German values that resonate with the
characteristics of the United Arab Emirates - self made,
ambitious, diligent, resilient and respectful towards
traditions. This has made our designs more sensitive to
the multitude of nationalities and their indigenous
requirements.”
Oliver Goettling
Founder & MD

Vestaboard

KITCHEN

Kitchens by Schüller

Kitchens by Schüller

Kitchen Planning = Art x Science.

At Goettling Interiors, we precisely know the impact
that a high quality & superlatively designed kitchen can
make to your lifestyle. Hence, we take a particular
interest in our customers' needs, their idiosyncrasies and
vision, that enables us to plan and deliver their perfect
kitchen for life.
Kitchen has transformed into the heart of the home,
increasingly preferred for hosting, socializing and
unwinding. As the love for open plan layouts spreads,
the kitchen has gradually evolved from a functional
space into a living space.
It's imperative that homeowners focus not just on the
exterior of the kitchens but also on its overall efficiency
and what lies behind the façade. It is all in the details
composed together in harmony - aesthetically,
ergonomically, functionally and economically.

Kitchens by Schüller

Schüller Kitchens
Founded in 1966 by Otto Schüller as a kitchen
manufacturer, the company is still family-owned,
upholding the values of passion, responsibility and
independence.
Being ahead of demands in the German kitchen
industry is achieved by perennial innovation
underpinned by the company’s vision & consumer
feedback.
The expansion of the company never overlooked the
need of being environmentally responsible. Schüller
has been certified as carbon neutral and continually
endeavors for employee, company and
environmental well-being.
Economy combined with ecology leads to sustainable
growth and is the basis for Schüller’s forward-looking
company decisions.
Always open to new ideas, and always in full
awareness of every demand, Schüller is brought to the
Middle East by Goettling Interiors.

Kitchens by Schüller

C-collection
Kitchens for Life
Schüller.C offers customized ideas that
enable you to design your kitchen in
harmony with adjoining areas like utility
rooms, pantries and living areas.
Extraordinarily versatile by offering
maximum modularity, amazing variety
of colors and outstanding surfaces.

Kitchens by Schüller

next125 Collection
Authentic kitchen
The premium German kitchens
that meet the highest design
requirements at a best priceperformance ratio. For, the place
where you cook is more than just
the kitchen - It is an extension of
you and a mirror of the lifestyle.
The nucleus of the home.

LIGHTING

Lighting

Mito Largo

Lighting by Occhio

Creating a culture of light.

Sento Tavolo

Mito Sospeso

Più

Occhio is one of the most innovative companies in the
lighting sector and the market leader in Germany in the
sector of high-quality design lighting. Occhio products
have a unique position in the market thanks to their
comprehensive, modular luminaire systems and are
among the most successful lighting products of recent
years.

Axel Meise, who for more than twenty years has set very
special standards in lighting design as a designer and
entrepreneur, is the name behind the company.
Occhio emphasizes the power of ideas and the people
behind these ideas.
Mito Aura and Raggio

Mito Sfera Corda

Mito Sospeso

Shop online >>

Mito Sospeso

Mito Sfera & Sospeso

Sento Terra

Lighting by Vanory

More than just light

Estelle suspension

Vanory lights create an atmosphere in the room that
captivates the senses. With a touch, the lighting adapts
to the wishes in order to create the perfect mood at
any time: Activating in the morning, relaxing in the
afternoon or refreshing and colorful for a party in the
evening are just examples of the many possibilities.

You can see these beautiful at the EXPO Dubai 2020 in
Baden-Württemberg House pavilion!

Estelle table

Estelle floor

Lighting by Eloa

Unique Lights

Planetoid

Light objects float weightlessly in space. Fragile,
iridescent, timeless. Solitary, or in constellation, ELOA
lamps create individual light concepts that remind us of
star constellations. Hence the objects‘ names.

ELOA combines the craft of ancient glassblowing with a
simple, yet distinct design. To achieve the large size of
the glass objects while working without forms requires a
high level of refined craftsmanship and skill, which can
only be performed by a few master glassblowers in
Bohemia. These objects exist as pendant, floor,
standing, and wall luminaries as well as bowls and
vases.
Sedna Petrol

Statix

Supernova

Silver Smoke Blue

FURNITURE

Furniture

Avalanche

Furniture by Cor

How long a given piece of furniture will last, whether it
fulfills its function and is still considered someone's favourite
piece many years later is determined during the few
weeks of its production at COR.

Pilotis

Moss

Conseta

Jalis

Alvo

Mell

Avalanche

Floater

Nenou

Every bit of passion and precision that the label invests in
its furniture is celebrated by the customers during the long
life of the furniture piece.

Furniture by Interlübke

For nearly eight decades, Interlübke has created homes
that are loved and cherished as much for their beauty as
for their immaculate quality.

Collect

Just Cube

Collect

Collect

Collect

Levi

Base

Studimo

Base

From shelves and wardrobes to cabinets, beds and
occasion furniture, Interlübke is symbolic of cultivated
living. Interlübke truly makes you feel at home.

Furniture by Kettnaker

Alea

Mio

Alea

Alea

Mio

Soma

Alea

Soma

Vita

Of the 10,000 individual parts that is made in
Dürmentingen, only 3 match exactly. The
number reflects Kettnaker’s commitment to
individual design. Virtually every piece of
furniture that leaves their workshop is really is a
unique item. Your home reflects your identity,
and your identity is unique. This is the guiding
philosophy that has steered the development
of Kettnaker’s domestic furniture ranges.

Furniture by Nido

A nest for the most precious..

The Culla baby cradle consists of a body that is
covered with a special knitted fabric. In the
cradle there is a soft mattress covered with a
high-quality fitted sheet. It can be easily
installed on low runners as well as on a higher
frame. The hoodie can be combined with the
cradle in different colors and is quick and easy
to attach.

Shop online >>

FLOORING

Flooring

Flooring by Parador

Flooring is always a hot topic in the renovation and
design world, and one of the most popular materials
right now is vinyl. Vinyl flooring is so hot because it has
never looked so good, performed better or been easier
to install.

Concrete Grey- Vinyl Flooring

Oak Pastel Grey- Vinyl Flooring

Vinyl has come a long way, and there are more color
and style options than ever before. Whether you want
to mimic the look of wood, leather or ceramic,
innovations in vinyl flooring have made it possible. It’s
also available in planks, tiles, and large sheets, meaning
you can create just about any look you want.

Parador also offers an exquisite range of engineered
wood flooring & laminate flooring suitable for a variety
of interior styles.

Oak Multiplank - Engineered Wood

Mineral Grey - Vinyl Flooring

Soft Flooring by miinu

miinu® combines tradition with the culture of our
modern way of life. Personal service is of course one of
our top priorities. The crossover between different styles
is setting trends while staying open for individual
customisation according to our client’s desires.

miinu® creates modern tradition!

ACCESSORIES

Accessories

Vestaboard

The flap display has been reinvented to be brought
inside our home and work spaces! Using your mobile
device you can send it messages, get updates, or show
patterns and colors.

Extraordinary operation by connecting Google Home &
Alexa. Does it get any easier?

Make communication seamless by syncing hundreds of
services for automated updates with your Vestaboard.

Shop online >>

Wall Panels by W Wie Wand

WWIEWAND® is a game changer for residential and
commercial wall panels. They manufacture
acoustic upholstered panels, tailored to your needs.
The water-repellant fabric used is a recycled material
that is EU directives and European standards certified.

Headboard Niche

Wardrobe Niche

With no prior wall prep, drilling and tools required,
installation of these versatile panels can be easily done
in living, dining and bedroom as well as offices, hotels
and shops.
Upgrade your space in no time not just visually, but also
acoustically and tactilely.

Wardrobe Niche

Headboard & Bed Frame

Knives by Felix

Since 1843, the German label FELIX GMBH
SOLINGEN has designed and produced
some of the best handmade knives in the
world. FELIX- knives won the Gold iF Product
Design Award for one of the most attractive
products worldwide as well as the Red Dot
Design Award.

Accessories by An&Angel

an&angel is an outstanding glass design brand
founded in 2004 by the famous glass designer Artis
Nimanis.

The unique and sophisticated collections are
developed based on the exceptional next
generation technologies resulting in elegance,
quality and authenticity of an&angel glassware.

Reviews

5- star Google Reviews
Click to read them ALL >>

Testimonials

“Ms.Alaa was a fantastic help to materialize the kitchen
we wanted. Her and her team were really friendly and
professional and always available. We can’t recommend
them enough. Delivery and installation were on time. Our
kitchen was the easiest and smoothest part of our villa
renovation.”
- S Trad
Google Review
Kitchen project in Saheel, Arabian Ranches (Dubai)

Click for more images and video>>

Testimonials

“It was a pleasure working with your team. This truly is the
kitchen of my dreams. I thank Ms.Alaa and her hard working
team from the bottom of my heart, they were very helpful
and professional. My kitchen was finished on time. Thank you
very much.”
- Zeynab K.
Google Review
Kitchen project in Hattan, The Lakes (Dubai)

Click for more images and video>>

Testimonials

“From beginning to end, Goettling Interiors has been
amazing. The people working there are very knowledgeable
and they have a lot of choice regarding materials and fit
outs. I have seen many kitchen suppliers in Dubai and finding
the right kitchen at the right price for the right quality is not
easy, however I believe I have found it with Goettling. The
communication between Goettling and the demolishment
company ripping out the original kitchen went perfect. I was
not even there for the most of the works as I travelled. I felt
super comfortable and assured that the works would be
done perfectly. My kitchen was installed just before Covid
and I must say that this new kitchen has changed my life.
From a closed, super small and dark wooden kitchen to a
large, airy, open planned, highly functional eyecatcher. The
kitchen made me host more, cook more, bake more. I even
made my work station on the bar counter. All my office
supplies, printer and shredder is meticulously disguised in one
of the kitchen cupboards. Because of my amazing kitchen, I
decide to go out less and I feel so much more at home. I
genuinely feel happier and I feel proud of my new house.
The kitchen has inspired me to remodel my whole
apartment. I could have not been happier with my choice.
Thanks Goettling and Team!”
- Anisha L.
Google Review
Kitchen project in Burj Khalifa

Click for more images and video>>

Testimonials

“Dear Oliver,
Hope you are well. This is a long over due email I’ve been wanting to
send to you about our beautiful new kitchen in our Sidra Villa, Dubai Hills.
We were recommended by our friends to look no further and come
straight to Goettling. We were a bit hesitant at first because we knew by
doing so we would over-stretching our budget.
But once I met Alaa, that all changed.
From the onset she gave us a very thorough overview of all the options
available while at the same time made sure to understand our needs
and our taste. This was very important to us as we had no clue or prior
experience with designing a kitchen from scratch. She left no stone
unturned. Alaa went above and beyond to make sure all our needs
were taken care of. Her passion was truly reflected in her work.
We felt at ease and very comfortable, the choice was very easy after
that. We knew we would not be getting service like this anywhere else.
Any problem that came up, Alaa was quick to find a solution. She
constantly communicated, updated us was so quick to respond (even
when I bothered her in the weekends! – sorry Alaa
We were very impressed with timeliness of the delivery and the extremely
high standard of execution.
Kostas was also very easy to work with, always available and ready to
assist. Both him and Alaa would always ready help even if the issue was
beyond their realm.
We were moving to a new house and had to deal with many different
parties for other things but your team is by far the most professional and
delivered the best service.
We love our new kitchen and cannot thank you and your team enough.
I wish you and the team all the best on your future endeavours. We are
so happy to have worked with you all.
Regards;”

- Zahra K.
Kitchen project in Sidra, Dubai Hills Estate

Click for more images and video>>

Success Stories

Simplified Luxury
Proudly presenting an exceptional project
we recently completed in the uber gated
Jumeirah Bay island community of Bulgari
Hotels & Residences. It came as no surprise
when our client with an exquisite lifestyle,
chose our premium kitchen & lighting
collection – next125 & Occhio.
Bulgari Residences, Dubai
Click for more images >>

Success Stories

Amplified Open Layout
It is always more exciting when a client
comes in with a shell & core property as
this gives a clean canvas to create a
masterpiece. This project is located in the
popular locality Sidra in Dubai Hills. The
layout of this premium next125 kitchen
includes generous circulation space and
easy access to the outdoor.
Sidra, Dubai Hills Estate
Click for more images >>

Success Stories

Royalty Served
This kitchen is open to view for everyone
who visits the palatial villa in Dubai Hills.
With superior vistas of outdoor landscaping
and the golf course beyond, it is a kitchen
that exudes luxury from every inch.
Golf Place, Dubai Hills
Click for more images >>

Contact

SHOWR OOM
Suite 3401-02, UBORA Tower, Business Bay, Dubai - UAE
CA LL U S
800 GERMAN (800 437 626)
CON NE CT
mail@goettling.me
www.goettling.me

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

SHOWR OOM
R04, Ground Floor, Building 4, Dubai Design District, Dubai - UAE
CA LL U S
+971 4 568 65 03
CON NE CT
mail@german.me
www.german.ae

